


 
 
 

23 June 2020 
 
TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN 
 
REFERENCE FOR PCI GROUP, HOLLY DINH AND JIM DINGWALL 
 
I engaged PCI Group and specifically Holly Dinh and Jim Dingwall, in my role as Project Development 
Manager to provide specialist alliance contracting advice and services for the Cleanteq Sunrise project 
Definitive Feasibility Study.   
 
The Sunrise project comprised a nickel/cobalt sulphate mine and processing plant expressly to supply 
the electric vehicle battery market.  The project was in central NSW and had an estimated cost circa 
A$2b. 
 
The project represented high process and delivery risk to the Cleanteq and therefore required an 
different delivery method than the ‘default’ models, i.e. EPCM, EPC, etc, traditionally used across the 
resources industry in Australia.   To the best of my knowledge the Sunrise project was the first major 
resource project in Australia to undertake a true alliance delivery model.   
 
Given the paradigm shift required within the Cleanteq project team and various engineering and 
construction contractors, the challenge presented to PCI was significant.   
 
PCI designed and managed a bespoke RFP process over 8 months which led to the signing of the 
Alliance Development Agreement (ADA) between the preferred consortia (engineer and constructor) 
and Cleanteq.  This included significant training and coaching of the Cleanteq project team and 
contractors that comprised the various consortia that submitted a formal tender. 
 
Individually, Holly brought strong organisational development and change management knowledge 
and Jim brought strong complex contracting and commercial knowledge within alliancing contracting.  
Collectively however, their skills and styles complimented each other and there is no doubt were 
instrumental in not only achieving the ADA but challenged, and educated, the project team to think 
outside the box with respect to how risk and reward.   
 
PCI are, in my opinion, the pre-eminent provider of alliance contracts knowledge in Australia.    
 
 
Yours sincerely, 
 
 
 
 
Joe Zappia 
T: +61 417 926 825 
E: jzappia68@outlook.com 
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Dr HoUy Dinh
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Level 8
350 Collins Street
Melbourne VIC 3000

Dear Holly,

WARSHIP ASSET MANAGEMENT AGREEMENT LETTER OF APPRECIATION

1. On behalf Warship Asset Management Agreement Governance and Leadership
Board (GLB) and the management and staff of the ANZAC SPO and WAMA, I would like to
personally thank you for the essential assistance you provided in establishing our new
commercial arrangements.

2. After 12 months of your professional facilitation the four participants - BAE
Systems Australia Defence Pty Limited, Saab Australia Pty Ltd, Naval Ship Management
(Australia) Pty Ltd and the Commonwealth of Australia executed an Alliance contract on 29
April 16 and the First Program Agreement on 30 Jun 16. This was a truly momentous
achievement on so many levels - the first fall scope asset sustainment Alliance in the maritime
domain and the first contract where the Commonwealth's "decider" functions have been

outsourced to industry are amongst a few.

3. Your contribution to this outcome was fundamental to our collective success. The

skills you imparted in the Board have already made us more effective in challenging our
commercial biases. The understanding you created in the PCI Alliance relationship model has
helped unlock collaboration potential in our enterprise. But most importantly, the focus you
placed on Tmst has given us the foundation for developing our collaboration further.

4. I have no doubt that we are at the beginning on a very long journey and thanks to you
we have the fundamentals in place to make the journey a fi-uitful one for all four Alliance
participants. I'm encouraged by the early culture change in the enterprise and our Navy
customer's receptiveness to our changed arrangement. Furthermore, I my pleased to say there
are already positive outcomes being realised for our new Alliance.

5. The time and effort you have put into organising and facilitating the GLB offsite
meeting at Mt Lofty, the GLB/Leadership and Management Team workshop, the Adjustment
Event workshops, and the Alliancing 101 workshop was invaluable in preparing us for our
Alliance journey. Most noteworthy for me in these activities was your ability to carefully
navigate the functions of expert facilitator and participant. Despite the often challenging and
thankless nature of your tasks you persisted and for that we are all grateful.

6. On a personal note, the wisdom you shared with me on all matters related to
Alliances, human habit and Board Chairmanship has been of immense benefit. Wrangling a
large Board was a challenge at the start, but one I feel I can manage now thanks to your



support and the tools you provided. I'm sure my fellow Board members take a wry smile
every time I call for a moment of reflection or ask them to "bring their focus into the room".

7. Finally, I'm sure there will be future challenges to our enterprise and its principles,
but I trust that the essence of what you helped create will remain with us for a long time.
Should we need some mid-course guidance, you will be our first point of call. Thank you
once again and good luck until our paths cross once more.

STEVE TIFFE
COMMODORE, RAN
Director General

Major Surface Ships Branch
Maritime Systems Division

ANZAC Systems Program Office
PO Box 292, Rockingham WA 6168

Q=> October 2016
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